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HOW TO PRICE YOUR MENU 

Pricing your first menu is scary. You may 

think “Is that too much?” or “No one would 

pay that much?” or “I want to be fair!” or “Will 

my price cover my expenses?” 

Owners worry over pricing. However, 

guests have different priorities. Price is not 

the top reason why diners choose a new 

place to eat. Guests choose eating 

establishments, first and foremost on type of 

food and food SAFETY. According to a 

recent survey conducted by Harris Poll of 

more than 2,000 adults in the United States, 

79 percent of Americans say they "avoid 

eating at places that they know have had previous health and food 

safety violations". After delicious food, and safety then comes price. 

Location and reviews round out the top five. Reviews/recommendations 

have the biggest influences on the perennial dreaded question “where do 

you want to eat?” So… 

Pricing is more important to us as owners than the people we will be 

serving. As owners we need to charge the maximum amount possible 

that our diners are willing to pay and will want to pay again tomorrow 

as loyal, raving fans of our business.  

Commanding a premium price for your menu is as simple as consistently 

doing what your guests have said is important to them. Food Quality, 

Sanitation, Price, Location and Reviews. Five “musts” for every great food 

truck.  

Price vs Value 

Setting a price is simple math. However, having guests eagerly pay your 

price requires firing on all cylinders. Serving quality food with high 

perceived value in a clean “A” graded truck located conveniently for 

the guest.   

Perceived value in food come from pleasing the five senses. Sight, 

Taste, Smell, Touch, Sound.  
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Sight is easy. Do the portions appear generous, is the 

product neatly assembled, does the food “look” fresh and 

appealing? We all know the visual cues that signal 

something is “not quite right” with food. Odd colors, burnt 

areas, wilted produce, slimy texture, etc. 

Taste should be a given. Do the condiments/sides 

enhance the protein? Is the combination of flavors pleasing 

and memorable? Is hot food HOT and cold food COLD? 

Are the flavors distinct for the product? Chicken tastes like 

chicken or beef tastes like beef, and not overpowered by 

produce and sauces. This often happens in spicy food where the protein 

is hidden by strong flavors. Paying for a prime cut of meat and then hiding 

the flavor is a waste of money. Balance in flavor is key. 

Smell works for us in two ways. First, our aromas 

surrounding the truck should make the guest want our food 

from a distance. Free advertising! Second, once delivered, 

the food aromas should reinforce what was purchased. 

(i.e. a burger should smell like the best burger ever) 

Touch is more than your fingers. Mouth feel is important 

to break up boredom of monotonous or weak flavors. 

Crunch is an important counter point to silky smooth 

textures. People seek interest in their food, especially 

from a food truck. 

Sound, like smell, is a presell advertisement. The 

sounds emanating from your truck should be professional 

and sounds you would expect from a kitchen. Sizzle of 

steaks & burgers, popping fizzing of fries in a fryers. The 

ding of timers, the tap-buzz of printers. Conversations 

focused on the task of food service. The zip of credit cards being swiped, 

the cha-ching of coins dropped in the cash drawer, the snap shuffle of 

counting ones, fives, tens and twenties.  

From this point forward we will assume your food appeals to your guests, 

is of high quality, is portioned properly, delicious and you can maintain 

these aspects during a busy service. 
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Let’s start pricing! First you must know 

your exact ingredient cost per menu 

item. Total ingredient cost determines 

menu price. 

I suggest a written recipe for every 

product on your menu. Details are 

important. Size of portions, brands, gauge 

depth for shredded or sliced products. 

Cooking times and an end product 

assembly are a must. Look for ways to 

streamline and get faster. Long wait times 

demonstrate a lack of preparation and an 

utter disrespect of your guests and their 

time. You invited folks to eat with you, 

treat them with respect, after all for the 

next few minutes they are your boss, 

literally funding your paycheck. The more 

you allow them to stand around the more they will find to complain about. 

 

Food cost can also include packaging and utensils (napkins, forks, 

straws, etc.) or you could run a separate paper cost. For simplicity just 

add food and paper together, in this guide we will refer to both costs 

together as just “food cost”.   

 

Let’s decide to add a chili 

cheese dog to the menu. 

After all Hot Dogs are the 

quintessential street food.  

 

 

Simple, right. Four ingredients- bun, hot dog, chili, cheese. Shouldn’t cost 

more than a dollar to make! No need to even write a recipe or waste time 

costing it out. Three bucks and the menu price is done!!! Let’s just check. 
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We jump online and order the following from Sam’s Club ready for pick up 

tomorrow morning: 

 

 

     Quarter pound hot dogs - $0.66 

 

 

     Chili 1 oz portion - $0.08  

(yes, you can make your own. Same logic applies 

total cost to make divided by expected servings per 

batch) 

 

 

       Cheddar .5 oz portion - $0.09 

 

 

 

          Buns each - $0.21 

 

 

         

 

             Oh, and something to put it in –  

             Hot dog trays each - $0.01 

 

Just over a dollar ($1.05) in cost! That’s good, right? 
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What about these? They all will need to be considered. 

• Commonly added/expected ‘free’ condiment choices  

• Food safety items  

• Big order carry out bags 

• Guest ‘extras’ 

• Better packaging for big orders 

 

About 30 percent of guests will order 

specials. Expect it. If your first thought is “this 

ain’t Burger King” just stop reading and find a 

career more suited to your personality. You will 

find food service frustrating. No one deserves 

to be constantly frustrated in their business.  

Assume everyone will want common condiments added on. Account for 

it in the menu recipe. The 70 percent that order as listed, pay for all the 

“extra, extra” specials from the 30 percent. (Do have an up charge for 

premium condiments like extra cheese or bacon)  

If special orders scare you then just have a significant upcharge (figured 

for profit) for additional condiments. This allows the guest to make the 

choice rather than being total “NO!”. Every “no” impacts your bank 

account and opportunity to build a loyal guest base.  

 

Figure one glove per food item. This over 

accounts for glove cost since you will make 

several items with a single pair of gloves. No 

more whining about how much a glove 

change costs. Figure one glove per drink, 

too. The reasoning behind this to account for 

the gloves used during food prep done prior to service, as well as gloves 

used to make food in service time. Obviously if you aren’t busy you are 

not reducing food inventory OR using gloves.  
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Big orders deserve special packaging for 

guest convenience. You will never know 

where your guest will consume your food. It 

could be they will eat as the walk away from 

your truck. Handing the food directly to them in 

its own packing is fine. However, they could 

also return to the office and eat in the break 

room. Juggling three individual items is an 

issue. Bags become important to your guests. 

Price a portion of the bag cost per menu item. Price 1/3 of a bag per food 

item. The thought process is three food items in one bag. You could go 

with ¼ (four item average a bag) or ½ (two item average per bag) of the 

cost of a bag. The point is to account for the bags.  

 

People are messy and will always want more 

napkins than you want to give. Price a fair 

amount per food item. For sandwiches price 5 

per and only give out 3 per. For sides price 3 

give 1 and, like gloves, price 1 per drink and give 

zero. So, a sandwich, fry & drink order has NINE 

napkins priced, you only give FOUR (which for 

most people is plenty) but when the occasional 

guests asks for more – no problem - already 

paid for. Just like the condiments and paper bags. Of course the number 

per item is relative to the size of napkin you chose to use. A twice folder 

dinner napkin would require fewer than cocktail napkins. 

Limit guest access to your products. Anything self-serve will be 

abused, left messy and unsanitary. Build your recipes to include these 

items. For example, selling fries means having at least ketchup available 

in a cup or packet. The amateur leaves these out for the guests to grab 

as they want. A profit minded professional writes a recipe with a set 

amount of ketchup included and puts that amount in the bag before 

presentation to the guest. Even self-serve ketchup and mustard in pumps 

will be left messy while adding on one more paper product. (Souffle cups) 
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If a guest asks, “more ketchup, please” you should ask “how many?” or 

“will two more be enough?” 90 percent of people will limit their number to 

a reasonable amount or accept what you offer. (which you will have 

covered by over stating your recipes) The 10 percent that give you the 

dumb answers like, “big handful” or “give me a hundred” are the same 

guests that would leave a self-serve condiment bar a mess, take all the 

ketchup packets and leave food spills all over the counter. Now you know 

who the slobs are and what they look like!!       

 

Upgraded Packaging. Don’t cheap out. 

Package your food for the best presentation 

AND the best way to maintain temp and ease of 

transport. After all your guests are not eating at 

your window after you hand them food. Just 

start with quality packaging and price for it! 

The fluted boats, in the example, are not good packaging for a hot dog 

from a food truck. They are designed for people to use when they will 

immediately start eating the hot dog and to use as a barrier between 

hands and food. Just assume people are going to carry the food 

somewhere before they will start eating. A package that will reasonably 

maintain presentation and temperature is required. Again, the goal is to 

feed people in a manner that makes them want to come back 

tomorrow with friends. 

... don’t forget seasonings, oils and other 

flavorings. Often these are forgotten ingredients 

in recipe costing. They still cost money and 

must be accounted for in your item build 

and recipes. Salt is cheap but if not accounted 

for in the recipes, guess who is paying for it?  

That would be the owner, out of his profits. What a nice guy. 

 

 Back to the hot dog… 
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How much did we just add? –  

$0.22 
Making the grand total for this menu item – $1.27 

 

 

 

 

But what  

should we 

charge??? 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is where everyone gets lost. Half the internet and most part-

timers say multiply $1.27 by 3 and that is your menu price. 

A hot dog costing $1.27 times 3 equals $3.81 that leaves $2.54 gross 

profit!!! That is amazing, right? 

Well… 

That $2.54 gross profit must cover a portion of: 

Hourly Labor Payroll Taxes  Insurance  Your Salary 

Propane  Gas/Diesel   Licenses  CC Processing 

Office supplies Marketing   Accounting  Loans 

Cell phone  Internet   Repairs  Maintenance 

Commissary Rent     Legal Services Storage 

Cleaning Supplies   
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And every other expense your business has. This is the nebulous 

“overhead” you may see on forums and Facebook groups.  

 

Businesspeople know their Expense Details. They DO NOT lump 

everything together and call it “overhead”. You should know your 

specific costs down to the penny for each category. 

 

How do we get a fair & profitable price to list on the menu? 

This question is asked 

EVERYDAY in the various 

Facebook groups. Driving 

the old-timers on the group 

crazy. Someone will 

answer “multiply your cost 

by XXX” and some “expert” 

pretender will flame the 

post, giving a complicated 

answer using division and 

multiplication and 

percentages and blah, blah 

blah.  

Their goal is to look “knowledgeable and experienced” to the newbies.  

I am going to reveal a secret. Multiplication verifies division, and vice 

versa.  

 

Oh, wait you learned that in second grade. Not really a secret. 

 

Multiplying your cost times a number (like 4) will yield a price. Just like 

dividing your cost by .25 (25%) yields a price. Guess what, it is the 

EXACT same price! (if you use 4 with 25% or you could use 5 with 20%, 

6 with 16.67%, etc.) 
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Multiplying by 4 yields the same answer as dividing by .25 because  

1 divided by 4 equals .25 

              You know, just like there are 4 quarters in a dollar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expressed as a number a Quarter is ¼ is .25 is 25% 

But still only 4 parts in the whole number 1 or 1.0 or 100% 

 

Pick which ever method helps you understand your price and the 

relationship the cost of ingredients has in that price.  

I use multiplication when I explain food cost because it is easier for most 

people to understand and to do in their head. 

 

 

Study the following charts on the next page they both do the same 

thing. 
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This one multiples the cost by a whole number to get a menu price. 

When the cost is divided by the menu price the food cost percent is 

revealed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This one divides the cost by your goal food cost percent to get a 

menu price. One less step but division by a fraction (percentage) freaks 

some people out and is something most people cannot do in their head. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

this times 

this 

equals 

this 

this divided 

by this 

equals 

this 

this divided 

by this 

equals 

this 
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The second method is used by “professionals”. Both methods do the 

same thing. Math is funny that way. 

 

Your total cost has a mathematical relationship to the end menu price. 

That relationship must yield enough profit to keep you in business.  

 

Getting back to the hot dog – it costs us $1.27. Start your menu price to 

yield a 25% food cost.  

Why 25%? That is the most common cost AVERAGE Theoretical food 

cost for chain fast food restaurant or QSR as they are commonly known 

as today. These types of brick and mortar restaurants have the closest 

operational model to food trucks. Success leaves clues, there is no 

reason to re-invent the wheel. So, follow their example just do it better.   

Pizza & pasta chains are lower food cost, steak houses are higher, 

buffets are even higher. The point is you have to start somewhere. I 

suggest 25%. (Multiply by 4) 

Don’t get hung up on my suggestion of 25% or multiplying by 4. 

Certainly, you can go lower or even higher percentages (gasp). After 

all it is your business! 

 

Our $1.27 hot dog would need to sell for $5.08 to yield a perfect 25% 

food cost. At $5.00 (so you don’t deal with pennies) the food cost is 

25.4%, still nicely profitable. Assuming you control the rest of your 

costs (overhead     ). 

 

If you want to include taxes in your menu price now is the time to add 

them in. If your sales tax rate is 7%, your menu price your now becomes 

$5.35. Avoiding nickels and dimes, too? Price at $5.50! More profit! 
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Menu price set! But is it the best price? 

Answer these two questions for each menu price you determine: 

1. Will my guests love this price and see value? (that makes them 

want to come back tomorrow) 

2. Will I be happy with the profit generated? (that makes you 

excited to open tomorrow) 

Those are the only two questions that matter. Happy guests and happy 

owner. 

This is where knowing your competition, your local economy and your 

guest’s preferences come in handy. You know, the market research part 

of your business plan.  

If you are wondering if your business will be profitable on a 25% food 

cost, I strongly urge you to figure your Breakeven Point to know for 

sure. 

Your breakeven point reveals the exact point all the bills are paid. Every 

dollar after that point will be mostly profit (less the variable costs your 

business has.) 

The higher your food cost goal is the higher sales required to 

breakeven!  Another argument against 3 times cost.  

 

If you have questions or need help give me a call. Follow this link to my 

schedule and see when I am next available. 

https://calendly.com/bill_moore/hour-consultation 

 

Hate Capitalism? Don’t read any farther! 

Commercial coming up!  
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Download my training course: 

• Includes 250-page Textbook 
• 80-page printable workbook 
• Business Plan Word & Excel template designed for food 

trucks  
• PLUS spread sheets for Food Cost, Recipe Planning, Sales 

Tracking, HACCP Plan, Used Trailer inspection and more.  
• Contract templates for Catering, Restroom permission, 

Space Lease, Commissary Agreement. 

 

Bonus - 8 hours of virtual coaching with me.  

Together creating profit from opening day. 

limited spots 

 

let’s get to work! 
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